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Animation Series
-Diversity  and  Identity-

Animasyon  Serisi-Çeşitlilik ve Kimlik



First of all,

For your understanding,

I need to briefly explain the
situation of Korea, and Korean TV
animation series in the past.



1950~1953--Korean War broke out.
(Turkish Soldiers participated in Korea War

Brotherhood Country with Blood

1956--------Korea's First TV station starts
broadcasting.

1961~1992--Korea Military Government Reign.
(30 years long term)

1993~2019--Korea Democratic Govern. Reign.







Korean broadcasters introduced  first TV 
animation series in the 1987

From 1993 to the present, since the liberal democratic 
government entered, 

“freedom of expression”spread like wildfire.





Some of Korea TV animation  series of the 2010~2019



< National Issue - Identity >
After the end of the Korean War, on the economic
ground where everything was ruined by the war.

Korea couldn't make their own animation
productions.

Started importing animations from only Japan
in the late 1960s.
----------------------------------------
This helped Korean children,
but on the other hand, had the worst results.



Korean children accepted Japanese cultures
and emotions, not Korean ones, as their own.

-As a result, the cultural identity of Korean
children has been severely damaged.





Invasion of a country's cultural identity through
animations imported from abroad can invade the
mental world of its children beyond the physical war
with real weapons. This had very serious results.

Turkish children & parents is also familiar with import
heroes from the United States, Japan, China, Korea,
Europe and other countries.

But they may be asking, 

"Where are our heroes?"



You may buy animation toys and costumes, such as
Superman, Mickey Mouse and Avengers.

But if children don't know the name of 
their own hero, they may accept 

other countries hero, as their hero.

If you think only about the commercial logic of
importers, they will certainly benefit
economically through import animation.



But if we think about the identity of a country’s 
children, we should answer the children's 

questions:

Someone can import A-class or B-class excellent
animations from abroad, but children exposed to
these excellent works are more likely to reject or
avoid the B, C or D-class animation of their
country.



It is very fearful that this will destroy the

identity of the nation, and at the same time fall
into the illusion that “Wow! foreign things are
better.”

Never leave other countries or global trend in place,
or leave your children's futures to that trend.



The producers need to have a social 
commitment, not just economic benefits.

In the following chart, 

which producer, do you want-A, B, C, D or E ?



< Solution-Diversity >

Child doesn't matter, 2D or 3D, and doesn't care what
3D technology, or computer programs are, and how
good lighting, modeling or shading is.

They are all ok,  if the animation is fun. 

It is up to the broadcaster, society and parents to
choose to enter into “the pure spirit of the
children.”



In most cases, airing only 3D is a one-sided
pressure from the media.

“Diversity"-This is the best sign of child love that
established producers can do.

No parent will want his children to be unbalanced
fed.

We would never ask to children, what type of
animation they prefer, or like.

It is a very important to recognize their needs.



Instead of 3D, we can create and broadcast new
animation formats, and then set new production
directions based on surveys of children and parents, to
know their reaction.

Traditional animation about 100 years in history, is
never an old technique.

All 3D programs are equipped with most traditional
functions.



Broadcasters & major producers can also work with

universities in animation departments to induce the
creation of original and new forms of animation, while
excellent works can develop stories and concepts to
drive commercialization.

Turkey has national heroes. such as “Kemal Atatürk,
Karagöz & Hacivat, Yunus Emre, Koroglu, &
Nasreddin Hoca”.

If you make that, in 2D or silhouette
animation, you can show diversity.



See Japan ! Through traditions & classics,
they still spread their most & beautiful 2D Digital
Animation to the world.

Today, children & parents may be shouting,
“Please give us other options, 

not only 3D.”

Recently, in many countries, including the United
States, the movement to re-produce 2D animation
is very active by international classical animation

masters.



The following 3 reports highlight those points.







< Technical, Moral Matters & Solutions >

It is important to check in advance whether story
structure ( morality, violence, bad languages or
misbehaviors ), and technical issues.

Unlike youth film, cognitive function is slower in
children 3~5 years of age. They need low speed
animations.

Low quality is a poorly produced animation due to
creators' qualities and low production costs.





The low quality animations start with poor:

These must be improved & then applied.



Animation is an advanced field of work that requires a
high level of acting skills, like a live action movie.

And, for each episode, we need to compose the story
with humor and lessons periodically melted,



This is possible through the use of checklists that
check for problems in advance through Scripts,
Storyboards, Animatics, and Dialogue containing
the producer's intentions.

If we leave the entire production only to the
producer, the problems will still be passed on to
the children, without being resolved.



< Conclusion >

A nation's cultural diversity and national identity
are indispensable for the future.

The ancestors' wisdom and cultural assets can
shine, even in the cutting edge of the 21st-century,
without neglecting or downplaying their own
cultural heritage.



Hope and yoke for their future will be carried
by our educated children.

Please listen to the voices in their heart and
mind, before our children get older.



Now, it's up to us all, 
to polish and shine! 

"This solution is now 
in our hands !"



Teşekkür ederim !
Thank You !
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